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Abstract—Recently, ICT community has focused on devel-
oping methods to reduce energy dissipation. Although there
are numerous attempts to reduce the energy dissipation
of communication and computing systems in-use today,
the effort to achieve fundamental energy limits for these
systems is fade. In this article, we reveal the existing studies
on fundamental communication and computing limits, and
possible research directions. Moreover, we indicate the
substantial role of ICT on carbon reduction, rather than
energy. Lastly, we present efforts to find the minimum
energy consumption in networks and open issues in a layered
internet architecture with fundamental energy consumption
per information bit.

Index Terms—green communications, green computing,
fundamental limits, energy efficiency

I. I NTRODUCTION

Greenhouse gas emissions is causing global warming
and climate change. As the effects of carbon dioxide
emissions have become more apparent, the ICT com-
munity has raised awareness on the subject. With the
efforts of communication and computer societies, the
overall carbon footprint can be reduced substantially.
Consequently, the ICT community is now more con-
cerned with diminishing adverse environmental effects
of communication systems by reducing the energy con-
sumed. Several researchers have been working on novel
techniques to reduce energy dissipation of point-to-point
communication links and computer networks.However,
modifying the existing ICT systems could only lead
us to incremental energy savings. Although not widely
studied by the ICT community, fundamental energy limits
for communications and computing dates back several
decades. A bottom-up approach that achieves minimum
energy dissipation, i.e., the fundamental energy dissipa-
tion limit, could show us how far we stand to reach
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optimum energy savings and lead with more elementary
techniques to achieve the fundamental limits. Another
perspective that has long been ignored by the ICT com-
munity is that, the primary purpose of reducing energy
dissipation is to reduce theCO2 emission rate. It has
been assumed that energy savings will provide reduced
carbon emission. This hypothesis inherently presumes
a linear relation between the amounts of emittedCO2

and dissipated energy. However, there might be scenarios
in which optimum CO2 savings are not obtained by
minimizing energy consumption. We present a non-trivial
scenario in the following sections, in which minimizing
the total energy consumption of links over all possible
routes in a network does not correspond to minimum
carbon emission. If a non-trivial dependence is observed
in a more general setting, realization of ICT systems with
minimum CO2 emissions will be possible, so that the
Earth’s atmosphere will be disturbed minimally.

The fundamental limit derived for point-to-point com-
munications is applicable in a limited number of sce-
narios. It is a challenge to reveal the limits of energy
dissipation in multi-terminal settings. We summarize the
existing information theoretic energy limits on multi-
terminal communication systems. Later, due to impracti-
cality of information theoretic approaches for large scale
networks, we propose using layered architecture together
with a physical layer operating at the fundamental limit
of energy dissipation. We point out the novel challenges
to be addressed to realize such a system and effects of
constraints put on upper layers due to minimal energy
consumption at the physical layer of communication
infrastructures. Later, we present the current simulators
with energy and carbon considerations, and point out the
required developments. Lastly, we present standardization
studies for green networks and open problems in the field.

II. GREEN COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

The primary concern of service providers in ICT has
always been meeting the capacity and QoS demands
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Fig. 1. Power usage of ICT devices.

of the consumers. However, in recent years, astounding
increase in energy costs parallel with the increasing
range of applications and equipment developed greater
awareness of telecommunication industry’s impact on the
environment. As a result, need for reducing the carbon
footprint in communications has become indisputable.
Recent studies indicate that each base station antenna and
its supporting equipment consume an average power of 1
Kilowatt. This amounts to a total of 8,800 Kilowatt-hours
each year, which is equivalent to the energy used to run
one average household in the USA [1]. The same study
reports that “a medium sized network constituting 12-
15,000 cell sites, each equipped with 2 technologies (2G
& 3G) and around 3 antennas per technology, accounts
to an energy use of 736,000 Megawatt-hours, which is
equivalent to running 168,000 European family homes.”
Green communications may mitigate excessive energy
dissipation and achieve sustainable energy-efficient com-
munications. Energy dissipation implies carbon emissions
via fossil fuel-based energy sources. Therefore, green
communication technologies are imperative to alleviate
global warming and climate change problems.

Distinct equipments in a network have different contri-
bution to the overall energy consumption. Fig. 1 shows
the power usage of various ICT components. As observed,
more than half of the energy used by ICT devices is due to
communications and networking components. Therefore,
significant reduction in energy consumption is possible by
developing green solutions for communication networks.

Today, the green communications perception is mainly
on developing energy-efficient communication techniques
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Fig. 2. Power usage of ICT devices.

for networks. 3 main approaches are suggested for power
management in communication networks:Do less work,
slow downand turn off idle elements. Doing less work
is optimizing processes such that fewer operations are
executed to reduce the energy consumption. The operation
speed could be decreased to benefit from the resources
efficiently. Lastly, network components and links could
be shut down if not used, to reduce energy dissipation.

In [2], use of renewable energy and bio-diesel, so-
lar/fuel powered cell sites, installation of fuel catalysts
and free cooling units are suggested to reduce the carbon
footprint of communications systems. Additionally, use of
renewable energy sources will decrease carbon footprint
without necessarily minimizing energy consumption.

However, it is not an easy task to significantly re-
duce the carbon footprint of ICT systems immediately,
especially by only using energy efficient techniques and
algorithms to improve the existing network components.
As the main goal of ICT researchers has been to provide
high performance and high bit rates to satisfy the growing
demand, communication links and networks have been
optimized to maximize the data rate, satisfying power and
energy constraints. To be able to compensate the increased
demand and energy consumption, ICT community should
take a more revolutionary approach for developing green
ICT solutions: Taking the minimization of energy as
the main objective, and keeping minimum data rate and
reliability as key constraints could minimize the adverse
effects of ICT on the earth’s atmosphere. Therefore, a
need to reveal the technology-independent fundamental
energy limits emerges.

A critical open issue is to incorporate the amount
of CO2 emissions of ICT systems into green commu-
nications research. Furthermore, a unified study on the
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implications of fundamental limits on dynamic networks
with varying rate and QoS demands is needed. In the
following sections, we will present a naive snapshot of
existing studies on the fundamental energy limit and also
investigate the existence of a fundamental limit forCO2

emission in communications and computing. Later, we
will discuss the extension of these fundamental limits to
multi-terminal scenarios and point out some open issues.

III. F UNDAMENTAL L IMITS OF ENERGY AND CO2 IN

COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING

Recently, ICTs increasingly focus on saving excessive
energy dissipations stemming from growing demand to
relieve the adverse environmental effects on the atmo-
sphere. In this direction, the following question arises:
Is there a fundamental limit for minimum energy per
bit independent from the current state of technology?
Moreover, implication of such an energy limit on the
existence of a fundamentalCO2 emission limit is worth
considering. Pointing out the fundamental limits and re-
vealing the maximum energy savings are important to see
how much we lag behind the optimum operational costs
and efficiency in approaching to a greener technology.

A. Fundamental Energy Limits

The energy minimization problem has been researched
from many perspectives. Some of these studies have
common findings, although they have distinct starting
points. The main concern is energy per bit or equivalently
power per rate.

In the fundamental energy limit problem, transmission
of 1 bit of information in a point to point communi-
cation link is considered. In fact, Shannon approaches
this problem by a mathematical definition of information
theoretic channel capacity, i.e., maximum achievable rate
per channel use. From his findings, it turns out that the
minimum energy required for the reliable transmission of
1 bit of information in a point to point communication
link is kT ln 2.

From computing perspective, the existence of one bit
of information, in other words a two state system requires
kT ln 2 amount of energy, obtained from Boltzmann
formula in the thermodynamics literature. Such a result
verifies the claim that communications and computing
are essentially the same processes, only with different
observers in different reference frames.

Consequently, fundamental limits of communications
and computing could be assumed the same, although

practical considerations such as energy loss during trans-
mission yield difference in daily use. Therefore,kT ln 2
is a convenient metric to define the fundamental energy
limit of communications and computing. In [3], authors
define a metric using the energy per bit limit and call it
the absolute energy efficiency metricgiven as

dBε = 10 log10

(

Energy/bit

kT ln 2

)

.

The absolute energy efficiency metric provides a way
to compare the diverse technologies. Fig. 3 presents the
technologies we are currently using, capability of the
human brain and efficiency of a single photon, and shows
how far the state-of-the-art technology is away from the
physical limits of communication.

Although thekT ln 2 is a convenient physical metric
for the fundamental energy limit of communications and
computation of one bit of information, whether this
energy needs to be dissipated or not for the transmission
of information invoked discussions. In 1987, Landauer
came up with the claim: He explained that,kT ln 2 is
the energy required to beinvestedto 1 bit, not to be
dissipated[4]. According to Landauer, energy dissipation
is required only if information is lost, which corresponds
to irreversible logical operations. His claim is that, if
solely logically reversible operations could be used in a
computing or communicating device, dissipated energy
per bit can be arbitrarily small. This idea has caused
controversy among the ICT community, since it advocates
no energy limit in communications.

In a recently published letter in Nature, Landauer’s
vision is finally verified [5]. Authors used a bead with a
double-well potential to represent one bit of information
and run an erasure protocol to reset the bit, by moving the
bead to a predefined side of the potential well. According
to the measurements, as the protocol run time spans a
larger time interval, i.e., the bead’s motion is slow, amount
of heat dissipated approaches the Landauer’s limit. It is
now foreseen that, computers operating at the Landauer’s
limit will be realized in a few decades, yielding several
orders of energy savings over current computers.

AlthoughkT ln 2 limit seems the most relevant bound
on minimum energy per bit for today’s ICT systems, dif-
ferent limits could arise in different settings and problem
definitions. Shannon’s derivations on channel capacity is
founded on the idea of maximizing information between
transmitter and receiver.kT ln 2 bound is obtained as
the limiting value of power per rate function, which is
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Fig. 3. Energy efficiency of state-of-the art and various limits.

obtained using Shannon’s maximum information among
all input distributions, i.e., capacity. A more direct inves-
tigation could aim to minimize the power per information
rate expression, rather than power per channel capacity.
This problem is different from minimizing inverse of
the channel capacity, since the power is in the objective
function, rather than being a constraint. In this way, we
can understand the information rate per channel use, at
which energy per bit attains a minimum value. Such an
optimization problem can be defined as,

min
px

σ2

x

I(X ;Y )
,

whereσ2
x is the signal power at the receiver andI(X ;Y )

is the mutual information, i.e., the achievable data rate
between transmitter and receiver. Minimization is over
source probability distribution, i.e.,px. Additional re-
quirements such as satisfying certain data rates, or max-
imum bit error probability could be employed into such
optimization problems to assure certain service quality for
the end users.

B. FundamentalCO2 Limits

The main approach researchers have taken is to reduce
the energy consumption for reducing the carbon footprint.
This effort implicitly assumes that the emitted amount

of CO2 is a linear function of the dissipated energy.
Even though there is no finding suggesting a non-linear
relation between energy andCO2, focusing mainly on
the objective of carbon minimization rather than energy
could bring new constraints into the picture. For example,
efficiency of the power plants is an important factor to
reduce the carbon footprint. In thermal power plants,
the efficiency of power plant depends on the ratio of
average load power to the peak load power. Therefore,
if the power drawn from the generator is fixed over time,
same amount of energy will yield less carbon emissions.
For ICT systems, an open issue is to develop minimum
energy achieving algorithms and techniques such that
power dissipation is almost constant at all times. For
example, for data modulation at the physical layer, we
could prefer using binary phase shift keying, rather than
on-off keying, or employ additional precautions to satisfy
the fixed power constraint.

Some techniques have been proposed in the literature
to reduce the carbon footprint. One of these techniques
is to use energy sources with zero carbon emissions. In
general, the conversion factor between energy dissipation
and CO2 emission depends on the energy source. Re-
newable energy sources such as wind or hydroelectric
energy emits no carbon during operation. However, it
does not seem practical to change all the energy sources
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TABLE I
CO2 EMISSION EQUIVALENTS OF DIFFERENT ENERGY SOURCES[6].
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with renewable energy in short time. An alternative is
to locate the network components responsible for most
of the energy dissipation close to green energy sources,
such as wind turbines or solar energy fields.

In Table I, common energy sources are given with
their CO2 emission factors. With theCO2 equivalents
of fuel sources per unit energy, total carbon footprint
can be easily calculated. Consider the sample network
in Fig. 4. Colors are assigned according to the carbon
emission rates due to the energy source used by each
node. In such a setting, in which energy sources are fixed,
rate could be allocated to links so as to minimize the
amount of emittedCO2. If the delay condition required
by the application is satisfied, longer multi-hop paths
could be used. Note that assigning carbon cost to each
node and its outgoing links, we obtain a directed graph.
Minimum CO2 paths are shown as continuous arrows,
where others are shown with dotted arrows. Algorithms
can be developed to solve a communication scenario with
minimum total carbon emission. Additionally, existing
cost minimization algorithms could be used for the most
carbon-efficient routing scenario.

Even if whether there exists a fundamental energy limit
is investigated exhaustively, fundamentalCO2 limit for
communications is not considered until today. Under-
standing fundamentalCO2 limits will lead us to the opti-
mum ICT solutions in terms of environmental awareness,
even more than fundamental energy limit would.

IV. M ULTI -TERMINAL EXTENSION OF FUNDAMENTAL

L IMITS

Achieving information theoretic fundamental energy
limits is a challenging task. The theoretic minimum

energy limits cannot be achieved with systems with finite
bandwidth (or delay) constraints. The minimum energy
per bit problem should be analyzed from a wider perspec-
tive by adding the requirements due to the finite nature
of physical systems and of the communication channel,
and the constraints imposed by the upper layers of the
network. An open problem regarding layered architecture
fundamental limits is to include the delay requirements
imposed by the application layer, or the required bit error
rate.

In two terminal networks, the minimum energy per
bit is obtained as low SNR approximation of Shannon’s
capacity expression, which yields thekBT ln 2 limit.
Extension of this approach to multi-terminal networks,
i.e., the multiple-access channel, the broadcast channel,
the relay channel has been the primary step for attaining
the minimum energy per bit for general multi-terminal
extension of energy bound. The minimum energy per
bit is known for the Gaussian multiple-access, Gaussian
broadcast and Gaussian interference channels [7]. How-
ever, the minimum energy per bit is still not known even
for the three terminal setting of Gaussian relay channel,
despite some progress [7].

In [8], the capacity per unit cost in memoryless station-
ary two-user and multi-terminal channels are calculated.
Channel input is modeled by a cost function that asso-
ciates a non-negative number to each element of the input
alphabet. Author demonstrated the trade-off between the
number of symbols and the cost it takes to send every
unit of information through the channel.

As previously mentioned in Sec. III-B, the efficiency of
power generator directly affects the totalCO2 footprint.
To minimize the totalCO2 emissions, generator effi-
ciency should be maximized in multi-terminal networks.
Highest generator efficiency can be achieved by keeping
the power drawn from the power plant constant over time.
This can be done by the deployment of smart power
distribution algorithms, to provide cooperation among
terminals. Therefore, a centralized computing unit is
inadequate to determine the optimum power allocation
and scheduling in terms of carbon emissions. Hence, we
could benefit from distributed computing between the
network nodes, to satisfy a given power orCO2 emission
requirement.

However, distributed computing might impose prob-
lems related with synchronization, parallel computing and
additional feedback requirements. Furthermore, coopera-
tion for large scale networks could cause longer delay
problems as network size grows, since it gets harder to
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Fig. 4. MinimumCO2 path selection in a network.

obtain information from distant nodes. Therefore, alloca-
tion of distributed systems should be determined by the
delay tolerance of the networks.

Today, communication mostly occurs between more
than two parties concurrently over the same medium.
Computer networks, building blocks of the internet as
we use today, inherits many challenges over point-to-
point communications. Concurrent and fair use of the
finite amount of resources, addressing the desired desti-
nation with proper relay selection, flow control to provide
matching data rates between transmitter and receiver are
only few of the problems that arise. The idea of sepa-
rating these problems to provide independent solutions
led us to the current layered structure of internet. It
might not be the “optimal” solution in terms of energy
efficiency. However, although the information theoretic
results reveal minimum energy per bit for simple set-
tings, it is not practical to derive information theoretic
solutions for large scale networks, such as worldwide
web. We propose utilizing the well-known layered internet
architecture together with a physical layer operating at or
very close to the fundamental energy limit. Building the
upper layers on top of a physical layer with minimum
energy dissipation per bit, rather than minimizing energy
at each layer separately is not addressed in the literature
and following open issues arise in different layers.

In MAC layer, handling the channel access with min-
imum energy consumption is not considered. In current
networks, fair channel access among multiple users is as-
sured by either deterministic channel allocation schemes
such as TDMA, FDMA, CDMA or random access tech-
niques such as the popular CSMA schemes. If there exist
many users in the network, it is not possible to allocate

each user an orthogonal set of resources. Instead, a user
first listens if the channel is busy. For CSMA, this is done
by carrier detection. It is fair to expect that, detecting
the channel state in a communication system operating at
minimal energy limits should arise new challenges.

In network layer, path determination and logical ad-
dressing, and choosing the optimum path are among open
issues, when physical layer operates at the minimum en-
ergy limit. Additionally, length of the addresses determine
the amount of information to be processed, adding to the
total energy consumption.

In transport layer, using feedback or not in flow control
determines the energy dissipation and should be taken into
account.

V. SIMULATION OF GREEN NETWORKS

Increasing number of terminals and high performance
Internet demand have led to a rising trend in the net-
work energy consumption. Therefore, as evaluation of
the energy cost of large-scale infrastructures is extremely
difficult, simulators greatly help us to evaluate the perfor-
mance of network architectures and protocols.

There are some efforts focusing on the energy con-
sumption of networks. An example of the simulator de-
signs focusing on network energy consumption is a High-
level Energy-aware Reservation Model for End-to-end
networkS (HERMES) [9]. HERMES provides adaptive
management of bandwidth reservations, since it coor-
dinates the communication infrastructure by regulating
traffic flows and putting the infrastructure into sleep state
predictively, to save energy. HERMES is validated utiliz-
ing the Bookable Network Simulator (BoNeS) designed
in Python. BoNeS generates the network topology and an
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advance bandwidth reservation traffic according to input
characteristics. It simulates, with this traffic and topology,
different scheduling algorithms and compares them in
terms of both performance and energy consumption. 5
different scheduling schemes are run based on the gen-
erated traffic in the network and compared in terms of
consumed energy. The best scheduling scheme, i.e., green
scheduling, is the one yielding the minimum estimated
energy consumption for each possible allocation.

Another simulation environment that could be useful
in green communications research is given in [10], in
which authors present a simulation environment, termed
as GreenCloud, for advanced energy-aware studies of
cloud computing data centers. GreenCloud is developed
as an extension of the packet-level network simulator ns2.
Unlike few existing cloud computing simulators such as
CloudSim or MDCSim, GreenCloud extracts, aggregates,
and categorizes information about the energy consumed
by computing, communication elements and the physical
infrastructure of a data center.

A data center scheduling methodology that combines
energy efficiency and network awareness is also pre-
sented in [10]. The methodology is called data center
energy-efficient network-aware scheduling (DENS). The
network-awareness refers to the ability of DENS approach
to receive and analyze a run-time feedback from the data
center switches and links. It can also make decisions
and take actions based on the network feedback, simul-
taneously. The DENS methodology aims to achieve the
balance between individual job performances and job QoS
requirements.

State-of-the-art green simulators mainly focus on pre-
dicting the best trade-offs between energy savings and
traffic demand. These simulators lack incorporating the
total CO2 footprint for dynamic data traffic. Suggested
approach in Section III-B, i.e., the minimumCO2 emis-
sion path selection, is believed to reveal the trade-off
between the energy savings and totalCO2 footprint
in dynamic networks. Future green network simulators
should incorporateCO2 emission rates to compare net-
work protocols in terms of environmental awareness.

VI. STANDARDIZATION ON GREEN ICT WITH CO2

EMISSION IN THE PICTURE

To certify the communication systems as green, or-
ganizations and manufacturers should develop legitimate
policies and standards to reduce the total carbon footprint
of ICT systems.

Some international approaches assess the efficiency and
the carbon footprint of telecommunication systems, and
standards for industry and communications equipment
[2]. The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is such a tool
to estimate the total environmental impact of products
throughout their lifespan. LCA measures GHGs and de-
termines theirCO2 equivalents. Hence, LCA determines
the total carbon emissions index of the product through its
lifetime; i.e., manufacture, distribution, use and disposal,
including all steps beginning from the product’s origin.
Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) is another assessment
criterion which determines the ratio of maximum energy
consumption in Watts to effective system throughput
in bps; i.e., the energy versus performance assessment.
This technique can also be extended to the variable
throughput case. There are additional tests for packet-
based systems. Comparing product metrics will allow the
service providers to add energy efficiency to purchase
criteria.

ETSI has recently announced the second edition of
a technical specification TS 102 706, which is on the
measurement method for energy efficiency of wireless ac-
cess equipment [11]. Energy efficiency of access networks
is critical, as most of the GSM energy is dissipated in
access networks. This specification standardizes the en-
ergy efficiency measurement of different wireless network
technologies such as GSM/EDGE, LTE and WiMAX.
Energy efficiency indicators specification considers are
throughput and coverege area compared with energy
consumption.

Even though many standardization efforts exist in the
literature, none of them directly apply to networks oper-
ating close to the fundamental limits. A metric, similar
to absolute energy efficiency metric as mentioned before,
could be defined to measure the efficiency of networks
and devices, compared to the fundamental energy dis-
sipation limits. A new absolute energy efficiency metric
for multi-terminal scenarios should be developed. Amount
of CO2 emission should be also incorporated in any
standardization effort. Such standardization together with
consumer awareness will surely enforce the manufactur-
ers to built communication and computing devices with
minimum energy dissipation andCO2 emissions.

VII. C ONCLUSION

As IT solutions grow, handling the adverse environ-
mental effects of ICT systems become more and more
cumbersome. Although there are many approaches to
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reduce energy consumption of ICT systems, a fundamen-
tal approach to achieve systems with minimum energy
consumption is missing. In this paper, we provide a
glimpse of the existing green communication efforts and
studies on fundamental energy consumption per reliable
bit. Research directions that will lead us to networks
operating at the fundamental energy consumption level is
pointed. It is clear that, utilizing layered network archi-
tecture with physical layer operating at the fundamental
energy limit is much feasible compared to information
theoretical approaches, when the number of nodes in the
network increases. There still exists many challenges to
be addressed, before we can create green networks with
minimal CO2 emissions.
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